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LOGOS & USAGE
The primary SRC logo consists of two elements: the pistons and logotype. Note that the SRC logo is a registered 

trademark. It is prohibited to use this logo without the registration mark (®). The usage guidelines for the original SRC logo 
apply to all SRC company logos.

Primary Logo: Alternate Logo Applications:

The logo should never be altered in any way. This 
includes, but is not limited to changing the proportions 
of any elements of the logo, imposing a designing or 
lettering over the logo, placing the logo over a difficult 
background or pattern, and surrounding the logo with a 
shape such as a box or outline.

Allow ample space around the logo. It should stand 
apart from its surroundings and background.

Logo Usage:

Each subsidiary of SRC may use previously developed 
logos to promote their brand. Considerations may 
be made for internal SRC initiatives. Please refer to 
Danielle Kothe, Communication Specialist, for official 
subsidiary logos at dkothe@srcholdings.com.
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COLORS

Primary Colors:
The primary colors, also the official logo colors, are to 

be used most prominently. They should be present in all 
communication pieces, both print and digital.

Secondary Colors:
Secondary colors compliment the primaries and 

create flexibility in communication pieces. They should 
not be more prominent than the primary colors and may 
not be used without the primary colors.

The SRC brand consists of two layers: primary and secondary. Color codes are provided to ensure the correct colors are 
used at all times. CMYK colors are to be used in printing, and RGB colors are to be used in digital and web applications. 
Pantone swatches are used in special print applications. Hexadecimal swatches are used in special web applications. 

SRC Maroon SRC Grey
CMYK | 0, 100, 62, 43
  RGB | 152, 0, 46
  HEX | #98002E

CMYK | 0, 1, 0, 51
  RGB | 145, 145, 149
  HEX | #919195

  Pantone | Cool Grey 9  Pantone | 202

White
CMYK | 0, 0, 0, 0
  RGB | 255, 255, 255
  HEX | #FFFFFF

Black
CMYK | 0, 0, 0, 100
  RGB | 0, 0, 0
  HEX | #000000

Blue Steel Sky
CMYK | 42, 18, 0, 78
  RGB | 33, 47, 57
  HEX | #212F39

CMYK | 12, 2, 0, 24
  RGB | 170, 191, 194
  HEX | #ABBEC2

  Pantone | 2204  Pantone | 433

Cobalt
CMYK | 65, 53, 50, 60
  RGB | 52, 58, 61
  HEX | #34393C

  Pantone | 447

Merlot
CMYK | 46, 88, 67, 66
  RGB | 71, 16, 29
  HEX | #47101D

  Pantone | 4975

CARIBBEAN
CMYK | 67, 36, 0, 0
  RGB | 51, 151, 251
  HEX | #3397FB

  Pantone | 298


